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A gearbox is a critical rotating component that is used to transmit torque from

one shaft to another. This paper presents a data-driven gearbox fault diagnosis

system in which the issue of variable working conditions namely uneven speed

and the load of the machinery is addressed. Moreover, a mechanism is

suggested that how an improved feature extraction process and data from

multiple tasks can contribute to the overall performance of a fault diagnosis

model. The variable working conditions make a gearbox fault diagnosis a

challenging task. The performance of the existing algorithms in the literature

deteriorates under variable working conditions. In this paper, a refined feature

extraction technique and multitask learning are adopted to address this

variability issue. The feature extraction step helps to explore unique fault

signatures which are helpful to perform gearbox fault diagnosis under

uneven speed and load conditions. Later, these extracted features are

provided to a convolutional neural network (CNN) based multitask learning

(MTL) network to identify the faults in the provided gearbox dataset. A

comparison of the experimental results of the proposed model with that of

several already published state-of-the-art diagnostic techniques suggests the

superiority of the proposed model under uneven speed and load conditions.

Therefore, based on the results the proposed approach can be used for gearbox

fault diagnosis under uneven speed and load conditions.
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Introduction

It is common to use sophisticated machinery with complex

mechanical structures in modern industry. These machines

consist of different important components. One of the

important components is a gearbox which has three main

functions: 1) to increase the torque to the equipment that is

being driven by the motor, 2) to vary speed and loads according

to the condition of machinery, and 3) to change the direction of

the rotating shafts (Mallikarjuna et al., 2020). Over the years

improvement in the design of gearbox systems has resulted in its

enhanced operation which has become the reason for its

increased usage in industrial machines. Gearboxes have been

extensively used in various electromechanical equipment and are

one of the most vulnerable parts. Being an important component

in machinery, any gearbox problem not only creates operational

issues for the machinery but security issues are also concerned

with it.

A gearbox consists of several critical components such as

gears, shafts, bearings as well as housing for all these components.

It has a unique structure that ensures high productivity, long life,

and smooth functionality. It has a broad scope and essential

component in the recent industry of aviation, power sector,

engine instruments, automobile industry, and machine-driven

fields (Hajnayeb et al., 2011; Zappalá et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2018a;

Praveenkumar et al., 2018; Mallikarjuna et al., 2020; Saufi et al.,

2020; Jaber and Jaber, 2021). The structure of a gearbox is very

complex. Therefore, under harsh working conditions chances of

failure are high (Kim and Kim, 2020; Singh et al., 2020; Wei et al.,

2022). A problem in any of the components of the gearbox may

cause the failure of the whole machinery in which the gearbox is

installed (Qiu et al., 2019). Any such failure of themachinery may

result in increased breakdown time, huge production loss, and

increased maintenance costs (Duraivelu and Duraivelu, 2021),

(Althubaiti et al., 2022). Therefore, to avoid unexpected

breakdowns and to ensure the smooth functioning of a

mechanical system, gearbox fault diagnosis is of paramount

importance. For this reason, there is a need for the

development of robust gearbox fault diagnosis approaches

based on advanced signal processing, machine learning, and/

or deep learning techniques.

In the past, lots of work has been done in the field of gearbox

fault diagnosis. In the early stages, researchers have used hand-

engineered features with traditional machine learning

approaches to identify the fault modes or types of fault in the

gearbox systems (Vernekar et al., 2017), (Vernekar et al., 2018).

In (Vernekar et al., 2017), an engine gearbox fault diagnosis

approach is presented in which empirical mode decomposition

(EMD), decision tree, and Naive Bayes algorithms were used to

identify the health state of the engine. Similarly, a fault diagnosis

approach based on artificial neural networks (ANN) was

developed to identify gearbox faults. Moreover, a feature

extraction algorithm was used in the designed approach to

improve the computational efficacy of the algorithm. The

design algorithm was tested with an experimental set of data

to check the performance in the context of the gearbox fault

diagnosis (Vernekar et al., 2018). The proposed algorithm

provided satisfactory gearbox faults identification results when

validated with the simulated gearbox data. Here, it is noteworthy

that these algorithms have been validated on simulated data

produced under a controlled set of conditions. The efficacy of the

designed algorithm is unknown for real-world data. Moreover,

the early-stage gearbox fault diagnosis models use hand-curated

features to complete the task. To extract such features, domain-

specific expertise is needed which is a tedious task to do. In

addition, a dedicated feature extraction step adds up to the

overall computational complexity of a designed data-driven

fault diagnosis model.

To avoid these issues and design more generic algorithms

which can explore informative trends in the data automatically,

researchers introduced deep learning in the field of fault

diagnosis (Tang et al., 2022a; Tang et al., 2022b; Tang et al.,

2022c). In this regard, an effective deep learning approach for

gearbox fault diagnosis using stacked autoencoders was

introduced in (Liu et al., 2018a). The designed approach made

the process efficient by automatically extracting features from the

input data. Moreover, to avoid the overfitting problem, an

architectural modification was made to the stacked

autoencoders by introducing ReLU and dropout techniques.

The proposed approach was tested with two gearbox datasets

that generated satisfactory performance as compared to the basic

stacked autoencoders. Likewise, a group of researchers has

introduced a new mechanism for gearbox fault diagnosis in

the form of a one-dimensional residual convolutional neural

network (1-DRCAE) (Zhou and Zhou, 2020). The designed

approach was able to extract features aromatically from the

input vibration signals in an unsupervised manner. According

to the authors, the designed approach yielded better gearbox fault

diagnosis performance than other well-known unsupervised

learning algorithms, such as autoencoders, deep belief

networks, and one-dimensional convolutional neural

networks. Similarly, a knowledge-based deep belief network

was introduced which utilized confidence and classification

rules with Boltzmann machines to improve the performance

of the gearbox fault diagnosis process (Liu and Liu, 2020). The

existing techniques achieved satisfactory diagnostic performance

for the specified experimental setup. However, most of the work

done in the field of gearbox fault diagnosis using deep learning

methods is focused on the automatic extraction of features,

effectively reducing the dimensions of the data, and

improving the diagnostic performance only for single working

conditions (Li et al., 2020), (Liu et al., 2018b). There is significant

scope to work on the generalization capability of the gearbox

fault diagnosis approaches available in the literature (Xia et al.,

2021). For instance, fault identification in multiple gears using

data recorded under inconsistent and uneven working conditions
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has not been much explored. One possible solution for the task is

to design a separate fault diagnosis model for each object and

working condition. This approach is not practically applicable as

in a real-time scenario it is practically not feasible to design a

separate model for each component and identify each varying

condition. Therefore, there is a need to adopt such a fault

diagnosis technique that can provide a solution for multiple

tasks simultaneously, i.e., identification of the problem in more

than one component under uneven working conditions.

Therefore, to resolve the given problem, an image

processing and deep learning-based approach is introduced

which can identify issues in multiple gears simultaneously

using the data recorded under uneven working conditions.

The proposed approach can be divided into two stages. In the

first stage, signals are processed using a bag of visual words

which is useful to explore unique patterns for different health

conditions. This image processing-based signal exploration

technique can extract unique patterns for different faults even

under uneven working conditions. When such refined

patterns are provided to a classifier as inputs it enhances

its classification performance. Moreover, this technique has

replaced feature engineering to reduce the design complexity

of the overall gearbox fault diagnosis pipeline by not having

dedicated hand-crafted feature extraction and selection steps.

This image-based pattern exploration gives efficiency and

high accuracy in feature matching results e.g., if there are

more similar results for visual words, the vocabulary size

could be increased. A high vocabulary size means that the

technique was able to extract a high amount of salient

information which is good for a classification task.

Furthermore, a multitask learning (MTL) based CNN is

used in the next stage for the classification of the input

data. Multitask learning is required in the given gearbox

fault diagnosis scenario as fault diagnosis in two different

types of gears is under consideration simultaneously. So, by

having these two additions in the gearbox fault diagnosis

pipeline its generalization capability can be improved

significantly.

This article aims at solving a gearbox fault diagnosis

problem when there are issues with multiple components

simultaneously, hence, improving the overall generalization

capability of the pipeline. This issue can be solved by

processing the fault diagnosis process of each component

separately and simultaneously. Furthermore, the overall

learning ability of a network can be enhanced which

provides better diagnostic performance of the network

separately for each task as well as the overall performance

by sharing information among these tasks during the training

stage to minimize the objective function (loss of the network).

Moreover, this study also highlights the importance of an

enhanced feature extraction step in the form of unique

pattern extraction for the different health conditions of a

gearbox from raw signals.

Technical background

Bag of visual words

The idea of a bag of visual words (BOVW) for preprocessing the

gearbox signals to extract informative features is adopted in this work.

The bag of words approach is commonly used in natural language

processing (NLP) and information retrieval. A typical bag of visual

words techniquewhich can be seen in Figure 1 is used normally in the

image classification process. The difference being in NL a text

document is converted into a BOVW, whereas, in image

classification, image data is represented as a bag of visual words.

In BOVW, image features are used synonymously as the words in

BOVW. For every image, there are distinctive image features that

belong specifically to that image. There are certain features that are

key points and others are descriptors. These features are extracted by

feature extractor algorithms like scale-invariant feature transform

(SIFT) and KAZE etc., (Liu et al., 2017). Key points are the image

features that remain unaffected whether the image is rotated in any

direction or changed to any size. The descriptors describe the key

points. Both are used to have a vocabulary for a particular picture and

by the number of their repetition, a frequency histogram of that

picture can be obtained, from where further similar images can be

reproduced. These frequency histograms are the actual BOVW.

Multitask learning with convolutional
neural network

If there is a primary task, MTL while following basic

principles of transfer learning, shares the knowledge among

different subtasks being a type of transfer learning. MTL leads

to the creation of a separate task branch for each subtask in CNN

architecture, thus there is no need of having individual models

for all subtasks. MTL does so by minimizing one principle

objective function. In this way all subtasks share the same

model architecture, also the network parameters are the same

but training time for the CNN architecture model is decreased

significantly. This concept of MTL is expressed as:

(xk, yk)Mk�1, where{ xk � {xm1 , . . . , xmp }
yk � {yk1 , . . . , ykp} (1)

ym
n � fm(xm

n ) (2)

In this equation,M is the primary task, k stands for subtasks, and

xm,ym depicts training samples from the primary task. The objective

is to develop a diagnostic framework that is CNN-based and allows

multiple tasks to learn and share exchangeable parameters. Also, this

framework connects the subtasks efficiently and meaningfully.

Figure 2 shows the visual picture of MTL for more

understanding. In our study, we proposed an MTL-CNN to

diagnose gear fault moods for two different sets of gears,

i.e., helical gears and spur gears under uneven load and speed
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conditions. In the suggested MTL-CNN architecture, identifying

fault moods in helical gears is subtask 1 and in spur gears is subtask 2.

Methods and materials

The proposed model as shown in Figure 3 can be divided

into two stages, i.e., the first stage is the fault signatures

extraction from the raw input signals. The second stage is the

application of multitask learning to enhance the classification

performance of the model under uneven load conditions. To

extract useful descriptive features from the raw data an image

processing technique known as the bag of visual words is used

in this work. For this reason, the input gearbox signals were

first converted into grayscale images. All the signals in the

dataset were divided into segments of 300 data points. Later

FIGURE 1
A representation of the bag of visual words extraction process.

FIGURE 2
A typical representation of a neural network with multitasking capability.
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these segments were staked to form matrices of 300 × 300 size.

Afterward, all the converted matrixes were converted to

grayscale images. Next, visual descriptors are extracted

using the bag of visual words technique from grayscale

images. Later, the extracted descriptors are fed to a

multitasked network so that it may learn salient

information that can be used to correctly classify the data

under uneven load conditions.

The process for the bag of visual words

representation from the input data is illustrated in

Figure 4. First, the input signals were converted into

grayscale images. In the next step, distinct features are

extracted from the grayscale images by applying SIFT

algorithm (Liu et al., 2017) to each image. Afterward, the

frequency histogram of those extracted features is calculated

for each image. In the last, from the frequency histogram,

feature vectors are formed which are later provided to the

MTL-CNN as inputs.

Multitask learning-based CNN
architecture

An inter-class MTL-based diagnostic architecture has been

developed by using CNN to diagnose gearbox fault types under

uneven load and speed conditions. Figure 5 shows that the

proposed framework of MTL-CNN can be segmented into

two parts: 1) general feature extractor and 2) subtask

branches. The abstract spatial information extracted from the

2D input data is put into the general feature extractor. The

general feature extractor contains 4 layers in total; 2 convolution

and 2 pooling layers. The extracted information from this part is

then used by the subtask branches to diagnose the health types

and speed conditions of the bearings. In the proposed

architecture there are two subtasks having different layers.

Subtask 1 is to determine bearing speed condition and

contains one convolutional, one pooling, one fully connected,

and the final output layer. While subtask 2 is composed of two

FIGURE 3
The proposed gearbox fault diagnosis model using multitask learning concept.
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convolutional, one pooling, two fully connected, and the final

output layer which diagnoses different health conditions of the

gearbox. To activate a fully connected layer in the proposed

framework a leaky rectified linear unit (Leaky ReLU) is used.

L2 regularization value of 0.04 is achieved in this layer to avoid

overfitting problems. This value is decided by studying training

accuracy and function loss values from multiple previous

experiments. From the preliminary experiments, it is

concluded that the final classification performance is affected

by a varying number of kernels, so we used a grid search to

optimize the number of kernels in the proposed MTL-CNN

framework.

Performance evaluation matrices

The performance of the proposed architecture is assessed by

using multiple performance evaluation matrices, i.e., average

classification accuracy, and loss function graph. The average

classification accuracy can be calculated as follow:

Accuracy � True Positives + TrueNegatives
Total Number of Samples

(3)

Here TP is the number of true positives, TN stands for true

negatives, FN is the number of false negatives, and FP is the

number of false positives. The total loss of the model is studied

until 1,000 epochs to overcome the overfitting and underfitting

problems. Also, t-stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNEs) is

used to visualize the feature space of the output layer as

shown in Figure 6 which is then utilized to see the class

separability. In the end, the data bias is eliminated by using

k-fold cross-validation (10-CV) along with multiple evaluation

parameters for each experiment.

Experimental setup

Composite fault data of helical gear from PHM

2009 Challenge Data is used for comparison and analysis of

the proposed model (Li, 2009). First, the input signal is

segmented into equal intervals, and afterwards, an image

processing-based feature extraction method is used for

features extraction. These extracted features are then used to

structure the feature vectors to give as input to the MTL-CNN

which then identifies the gearbox faults.

Data preparation

PHM Association’s 2009 international competition provides

PHM 2009 Challenge Data that contains a complete set of

gearbox data including those of gear, bearing, and shaft

failures. Figure 7 shows the overview as well as the schematic

pattern for the experimental platform. We have 3 axes (shafts):

FIGURE 4
An illustration of the bag of visual words representation from the input data.
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FIGURE 5
The proposed framework of multitask learning based convolutional neural network for simultaneous identification of faults in multiple gears
under uneven load and speed conditions.

FIGURE 6
The scatter plots of the t-SNE features: (A) Subtask 1, (B) Subtask 2.
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input axis (IS), intermediate axis (ID), and output axis (OS). Two

sets of meshing gears are considered in the experiment which is

split into two modes: the spur gear mode and the helical gear

mode. The spur gear mode has the ratio of 32T: 96 T and 48 T:

80 T, while the helical gear mode has the ratio of 16: 48 and 24:

40 T. The fault modes for the two set of gears, i.e., spur gear and

helical gear is presented in Tables 1, 2 respectively. Data is

collected by the vibration sensors which are installed on the

cabinet bilaterally. There are 266,656 sampling points, 4s is the

sampling time and the sampling frequency is 66.67 kHz. The

spur and helical gears faults are used as an example in the

experiment. As shown in Table 1 the helical gear has 8 types

of complex fault modes. There are 2 load states, high and low, and

5 working frequencies for each mode. There are 3 types of data

for similar rotating speeds for each fault mode. The proposed

model is trained and tested multiple times with spur and helical

gear data of low and high load at 30 Hz, 35 Hz, 40 Hz, 45 Hz, and

50 Hz rotating speeds. It allows getting as many numbers of data

sample groups as possible, to optimize the model’s operational

speed and to have more periodic signals in the limited data

sample. The original signals are down sampled by 1/3 factor with

a sampling length of 1,600 with vibration data of periods 2–3. The

interval points to take the sample is 170 so there are 1,500 groups

of data samples for each type of failure mode. Out of these

1,500 groups, 900 are training sets and the remaining 600 are

test sets.

FIGURE 7
A schematic representation of the PHM 2099 testbed.

TABLE 1 Details for spur gears with different fault moods.

Case Gear

32T 96T 48T 80T

Spur 1 Good Good Good Good

Spur 2 Chipped Good Eccentric Good

Spur 3 Good Good Eccentric Good

Spur 4 Good Good Eccentric Broken

Spur 5 Chipped Good Eccentric Broken

Spur 6 Good Good Good Broken

Spur 7 Good Good Good Good

Spur 8 Good Good Good Good

TABLE 2 Details for spur gears with different fault mood.

Case Gear

16T 48T 24T 40T

Helical 1 Good Good Good Good

Helical 2 Good Good Chipped Good

Helical 3 Good Good Broken Good

Helical 4 Good Good Good Good

Helical 5 Good Good Broken Good

Helical 6 Good Good Good Good
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Results and analysis

Initially, signals are divided into equal-length segments

which were reshaped to create grayscale images. Next, from

the grayscale images, features vectors were created which were

later used as input to the MTL-CNN. The MTL-CNN in the end

categorized the input data into the respective classes. The

architecture of MTL-CNN is designed in such a manner that

it learns about two tasks simultaneously. The first task is to

identify fault moods in the set of spur gears and the second task is

to identify fault modes in the set of helical gears.

The results are generated by considering a dataset in which

each class is equally balanced, i.e., the number of samples in each

class is the same. Moreover, to generate stable results the

experiment was repeated 10 times and the results were noted.

The results given in this study are the average of all the

10 repetitions and for 1,000 epochs. In Figure 8, the three loss

functions for the MTL-CNN can be observed. The loss function

in 1) refers to the training loss of and validation loss for task 1,

whereas 2) refers to the loss function of task 2, and 3) denotes the

loss for the shared layers. It can be observed in the figures that the

model starts to converge by lowering the loss value in all three

cases. Moreover, in all three cases, the loss has already been

minimized to the best possible value when the model reaches

1,000 epochs. After 1,000 epochs if the training and validation of

the model were continued there is no significant change in the

model convergence and there was a better chance that the model

will start to overfit on the training data. So, it was safe to train and

validate the model to 1,000 epochs and do the performance

evaluation. The average diagnostic performance of the proposed

model is listed in Table 3.

From Table 3 it is evident that for both the subtasks, the

performance of the proposed model, i.e., MTL-CNN is

satisfactory as in both the cases average accuracy is greater

than 99.5%. However, there are some fault modes in which

the accuracy slightly deteriorates. The reason is that in these

cases few of the samples from shaft speed and motors loads

closer to each other are classified as these samples

encountered the same characteristics in the final feature

vectors which were provided as input to MTL-CNN.

Nevertheless, even with this misclassification of the few

samples, the model could yield adequate overall

performance. Furthermore, the classification performance

of the proposed model is compared with a few of the

FIGURE 8
Three loss functions for the MTL-CNN. The loss function in (A) refers to the training loss of and validation loss for task 1, whereas (B) refers to the
loss function of task 2, and (C) denotes the loss for the shared layers.
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state-of-the-art studies available in the literature as shown in

Table 4. These results were acquired by evaluating all the

models presented in these studies on the dataset prepared for

the proposed method. It can be observed that all these models

achieved more than 99 percent of average accuracy except the

standard autoencoder-based deep network given in (Sohaib

and Kim, 2017). Among these models, the performance of the

proposed model is the highest with 99.87% of average

classification accuracy. There are two possible reasons

behind the enhanced performance of the proposed model.

The first reason is the introduction of a suitable unique

pattern extraction method in the gearbox fault diagnosis

pipeline. The proposed pattern extraction method could

extract unique patterns from the input signals for different

health conditions even under variable working conditions. As

a result when these refined inputs were provided to the

classifier, i.e., MTL CNN it could classify the data with

high accuracy. The second reason is the use of multitask

learning in the classification phase. Due to it the learning

capability of the network improved significantly. Therefore,

the network converged properly which is evident in Figure 8.

The comparison of the results also shows that the proposed

model has better performance than the other two approaches.

From all this analysis it can be concluded that the design

model is capable to perform gearbox fault diagnosis under

uneven working conditions on different subtasks

simultaneously. This is the reason it can be rendered in

practical scenarios.

TABLE 3 Details for spur gears with different fault moods The Accuracy for different fault modes of spur and helical gears.

Subtask 1

Gear type Work conditions Accuracy (%) Average accuracy (%)

Shaft speed (Hz) Load

Spur 1 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 Low and High 100 99.82

Spur 2 100

Spur 3 99.5

Spur 4 99.3

Spur 5 99.8

Spur 6 100

Spur 7 100

Spur 8 100

Subtask 2

Helical 1 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 100 99.93

Helical 2 100

Helical 3 99.9

Helical 4 99.8

Helical 5 99.9

Helical 6 100

TABLE 4 The comparison results of state-of-the-art and proposed methodology.

Method Working conditions Task average accuracy (%) Overall
average accuracy (%)

Shaft speed (Hz) Load Spur gears Helical gears

CNN Wu et al. (2019) 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 Low and High 99.1 99.3 99.2

SSAE Kim and Kim (2018) 99 99.2 99.1

2D-CNN Azamfar et al. (2020) 99.3 98.7 99

AE Sohaib and Kim (2017) 97.9 97.3 97.6

Proposed 99.82 99.93 99.87
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Conclusion

In this work, improved feature representation and multitask

learning-based techniques are proposed for the gearbox fault

diagnosis. An improved feature pool is extracted using an image

processing technique known as the bag of the visual word

representation. Multitask learning is implemented using a

deep convolutional neural network. The study aimed to design

a generalized network that can simultaneously identify faults in a

different set of gears under uneven speed and working

conditions. The dataset used in this study is recorded from

two different sets of gears, i.e., spur and helical gears.

Moreover, shaft speed and load variations are also

experienced in the said dataset. It was learned in this work

that by using multitask learning approach with a refined

feature extraction technique it is possible to perform fault.
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